Classic Plus
laminate

RECLAIMED WHITE PATINA OAK

Classic Plus
RECLAIMEDWHITE PATINA OAK*** | QS-UM1653

5/16” (T) X 7-1/2” (W) X 47-1/4” (L) (Nominal)
8mm (T) X 190mm (W) X 1200mm (L)
17.18 SF per box
HAVANNA OAK NATURAL | QS-UM1655

Details
•

Made in Europe.

•

8mm waterproof laminate with Aqua Protect to keep
water from penetrating the core.

•

AC4 wear rating plus a protective wear layer to stand up
against everyday scratches, stains and fading.

•

Nano-bevelled edges – QS-UM1405 and QS-UM1653 have
square edges.

•

 uthentically beautiful floor with a natural 		
A
hardwood look.

•

Contours are emphasized by natural authentic surface
textures and fine seams around the edges and ends of
each plank.

•

Install up to 50’x 50’ with no transitions or “speed bumps”!

•

TORLYS Bulldog™ Easy Plank Replacer enables single planks
to be replaced, quickly and easily. No mess, no dust, no
downtime.

Waterproof
Technology

HAVANNA OAK NATURAL SAW CUT | QS-UM1656

OLD OAK LIGHT GREY*** | QS-UM1405

MIDNIGHT OAK DARK | QS-UM1488

OLD OAK NATURAL | QS-UM1381

Waterproof* thanks to a combination of the Uniclic®
joint and Aqua Protect edge coating.
HAVANNA OAK DARK SAW CUT | QS-UM1657

Aqua Protect water-repellent edge coating keeps
water from penetrating the floor’s core.
*Fully waterproof when installed with a perimeter seal. Visit torlys.com for details.
OLD OAK GREY | QS-UM1382

OLD OAK DARK | QS-UM1383
***Square Edges

A Cleaner Floor Starts Here.
Contribute to a cleaner home with built-in antimicrobial protection.
TORLYS Maxx Commercial Finish with built-in antimicrobial
protection will keep your floors 99% cleaner between cleanings, 24/7.
For more information, visit torlys.com/CleanerFloors

HAVANNA OAK NATURAL

Finishing Touches

Peace of Mind Assurance

TORLYS Multi-Purpose Moulding
Easy and convenient, the TORLYS multi-purpose
moulding solution offers an adaptable and
colour co-ordinated profile. Suitable for floating
applications.*

Peace of Mind Assurance with TORLYS Satisfaction
Guarantee - Love the style and colour of your floors
or change them – no questions asked. Visit 		
torlys.com for details

TORLYS smartSTEP Moulding
A unique stair nosing solution to add the perfect
finishing touch. TORLYS smartSTEP is made
from a full piece of actual flooring, with the
same Uniclic® joint as your floor for an easy and
seamless installation. Suitable for both floating
and nail/glue down applications.*

Warranty

*Please reference product specific installation instructions for details.

Lifetime Residential Limited Warranty*
15-Year Commercial Limited Warranty*
*Visit torlys.com/warranty for details.

Floors so nice you’ll 						
use them twice
Rethink Flooring with TORLYS Re-Use Guarantee*
Reinstall your Smart Floor in another room under FULL warranty and receive a 10% credit to use towards
the purchase of your next one. Simply snap a photo of the floor installed in the first room, then re-installed
in the second and send it to TORLYS to claim your reward.
Finished with your Smart Floor? No Problem. Donate it to Habitat for Humanity**, and as a thank you for
your donation, we’ll still give you the 10% credit! Your donation can have a lasting effect on another family,
your wallet, and the environment.

1.

2.

SNAP A PHOTO

3.

RE-INSTALL

4.

SNAP A PHOTO

SEND TO TORLYS

*Residential applications only. **Check your local Habitat ReStore for donation eligibility.
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Quality Built-In
1.

TORLYS Maxx Commercial Finish
Antimicrobial | Anti-Wear
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2. Decorative Layer
Real wood-like patterns featuring natural designs.

3. TORLYS Smart Core
Dent resistant and strong.
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4. TORLYS Uniclic® Joint
The most advanced, gap-resistant joint system available today,
finished with Aqua Protect water repellent edge coating.

5. Bottom Layer
Provides moisture protection to the core and added stability.

Sound Ratings
Pair your TORLYS laminate with a TORLYS
underlayment for superior installation results.
Contact TORLYS for a copy of test reports.
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